DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION

DEVL PED 50 STUDY/ACADEMIC SURVIVAL SKILLS ... Examination of effective learning strategies and study behaviors and their application. Emphasis is upon developing a recognition of necessary academic survival skills, their application on an individual basis, and establishing a repertoire of metacognitive techniques. This course does not count toward the 120 hours required for graduation.

#1867  Section 01  [units: 3]
07/08-08/02  MTWR  08:00 AM - 10:00 AM  MC0012  Shane B Staff
07/11-07/30  TR  08:00 AM - 10:00 AM  HH1305  Shane B Staff
08/01  R  08:00 AM - 11:00 AM  HH2101  Shane B Staff

#1868  Section 02  [units: 3]
07/08-08/02  MTWR  08:00 AM - 10:00 AM  MC0112  Tara R Schmidt

#1869  Section 03  [units: 3]
NOTE: This course will meet in the Anderson Library, room 2002.
07/08-08/02  MTWR  08:00 AM - 10:00 AM  Kimberly Giertz-Koris

DEVLPED 80 PASS (PARTNERSHIP FOR ACHIEVING STUDENT SUCCESS) WORKSHOP ... Weekly workshop sessions will help students to develop critical thinking, reading and writing skills, as well as enable them to identify immediate and long-range academic and personal goals, to gain a better understanding of their rights and responsibilities as students and citizens, to learn about the practice effective time and stress management techniques, to acquaint them with various available student support services, and to establish sound relationships with both the instructor/academic advisor of the workshop and their other UWW instructors.

#1954  Section 01  [units: 2]
NOTE: Restricted to students in the STAR Program. This course runs from 8/12 until 8/30.
08/12-08/16  MTWRF  08:30 AM - 09:30 AM  MC0012  Tara R Schmidt
08/12-08/16  MTWRF  02:45 PM - 03:45 PM  MC0012  Tara R Schmidt

INTERDEPARTMENTAL

Study Abroad

STDYABRD 495C  STUDY ABROAD NON-UWW SPONSORED - PRIVATE ... STUDY ABROAD NON-UWW SPONSORED - PRIVATE PROGRAM
#1919  Section 01  [units: 0]
NOTE: All class meeting details to be arranged.

MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Management Computer Systems

MCS 498 INDEPENDENT STUDY ... Study of a selected topic or topics under the direction of a faculty member. Department Consent Required.
PREREQ: APPROVAL OF THE MCS COORDINATOR AND THE FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING THE COURSE. COMPLETION OF AT LEAST FOUR MCS CORE COURSES AND A COMBINED CUMULATIVE GPA OF 2.50
#1937  Section 01  [units: 1-3]
05/28-08/16  Arranged  Arranged  Hien M Nguyen

*** GRADUATE LEVEL COURSES ***

MCS 740 INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGY & POLICY ... Acquaints students with the issues, procedures, and opportunities associated with the organizational use of information technology and with the management of the IS function. Topics include the role of IS technology in organizations, planning, organization and control of the IS function, IS support for corporate reengineering and strategic initiatives, IS operations management, and the maturity of the IS function.
#1700  Section 01  [units: 3]
05/28-07/05  MTW  12:30 PM - 02:45 PM  HH3200  David L Munro